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Live in chains, or die trying to become a free woman?Those were the choices of the Olympia
Gold.The competition I’m participating in right now.One contestant in the other team caught my
interest. Galia. No man has ever made me feel the way she has.But she’s such a reckless,
gorgeous, pompous woman! Even so, perhaps she can help us...The only thing standing
between us and freedom are six gruelling, fatal challenges and even more bloodthirsty crews
battling for the glory of Olympia.I’m destined to work under the boot of the Corporation for the
rest of my life, to pay the debt of my dead father’s addiction to the most violent competition in the
galaxy.Everyone in my crew are servants. My best friend Devin and I obeyed the Totalitarian
Corporation all of our lives.The other teams have more training, credits and are armed to the
teeth with the most advanced tech the black markets have.If we fail, the Corporation will destroy
us; take our lives and everything we ever cared for.Our chances are low, but I never felt so
strongly about anything else.Is my will to survive enough to see us through?***If you are a fan of
the CyberPunk and Science Fiction genres you'll definitely love this novel.For high-stakes action,
excitement, and characters battling to victory against all odds, get your copy of Love of Olympia
today!
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second long, but the most vivid sound tangible for one so on edge as Jonas Benier. To him, it
was a low horn note, signaling violence unspeakable. In reality, it was the lights. They flicked on.
What had been absolute darkness a second ago blazed with the heat of a thousand tiny
spotlight suns. Eleven other silhouettes blinked to life around him. They were the survivors - four
crews of three. The ones on either side of him were his friends. The rest would just as soon jostle
his brain inside his skull as look at him. Not quite yet though. At the moment they were all frozen
in place by awe of what lay in front of them. In the center of the gathering was a vast pit, through
crust into bedrock and beyond. Faint bulbs shimmered all the way down its boundless steel
throat. Jonas’ heart stopped. He wasn’t sure it ever started again.“Ladies, gentlemen, warlords
and stowaways… welcome back to the thirty-sixth Olympia Gold! This,” the announcer let his
sharp note slice deep in the ensuing silence. “Is the Thruway!” Speakers around them shook the
very pebbles from the soil around Jonas and the others’ feet. The outcry of applause that fell on
them from the floating bleachers above stung their eardrums. Most stood tall under its weight -
cheers for their blood and even death - but not Jonas. He was more accustomed to the betting
side of matches like this. But then, that’s what had plunged him into this nightmare. The Olympia



Gold.“Hey,” a single, soft note called Jonas’ wild face to his left. He found the smoky blue eyes of
Kayn, one of two women crazy enough to follow him into the ring. Those perfect irises, almost
gray, were an instant shot of dopamine to his brain in crisis. “We keep it tight, we’ll get through
this.” Jonas’ lip quivered in an attempt to respond, but he couldn’t even whimper. All of his wind
was reserved for the formidable task of breathing.“You’re going to get back to that beautiful little
girl of yours,” said his other companion. Jonas’ head jerked to the right. There was DeLuce,
faithful always. No matter how Jonas had assured her that she didn’t have to follow him into this
just because his parents had taken her in, here she was. “And then you’re leaving this place. For
good.” How a man like Jonas has earned the love of two good women, he would forever wonder.
Some days he figured it was nature’s way of balancing his luck in the bettings.“Right,” Jonas spat
out at last. His head shook into a nod. My little girl. One thought of her was all it took to calm his
nerves. He steadied his breath. He was ready. She was watching - he had to be. “No looking
back.”“In this round, combatants will plummet from one side of Ares to the other! Artificial gravity
will propel them six hundred miles through the planet, to a stabilization field on the other side!
This is the longest freefall in the galaxy, folks. Combatants are forbidden any blades or firearms.
Surviving teams move to the next round. The team with the last combatant conscious wins a
bonus!” the announcer roared over the ravenous audience. A ticking timer on a screen overhead
quieted them for the countdown. It started at seven, the number of rounds in the legendary
games of Olympia Gold. “Combatants! Prepare to jump!” By the end of the announcer’s decree,
three seconds remained on the clock. Two… one.Jonas didn’t have a chance to hesitate. Heat
seared through the soles of his shoes. Another second, and they’d melt to his feet. He jumped
after the shadows of Kayn, DeLuce and nine others. Jonas’ brain had been trained well in his
twenty-eight years to always expect the ground after a jump, never more than a second later.
When that second passed, then the next, and another, his brain naturally froze. Jonas felt like it
had stayed behind while the rest of him plummeted further, deeper down the glowing chute. In its
place at the center of his hollow skull, was born a potent tingle. It spread down to the tips of his
fingers and toes. Jonas screeched down the Thruway, limp.“Jonas!” Kayn’s scream rattled his
bones. He found her smoky blue eyes in the flashing dark. Even tied up, strands of her hair
flicked wild around her. Her clothes furled up while she leaned away from the swinging chrome
bat of an opponent. She slapped the backside of the weapon from her foe’s hand, into the racing
wall. It bounced away while Kayn snapped a kick up into the enemy’s head. Her struggle
reminded Jonas: my little girl.He tensed up just in time for a strike at his head. Jonas didn’t think,
he only lifted his hand to snatch the fist before it could connect. It didn’t matter as the fist was
inside a mechanical gauntlet. Jonas screamed. He felt as though every bone in his right hand
had just splintered. His foe clicked a button inside the gauntlet to administer it’s true sting: a jolt
of high-voltage electricity. Jonas seized and clenched. He fell in tremors until an armored boot
cracked the side of his adversary’s skull. The man bounced away from DeLuce’s heel; his body
limp as it collided with the wall of the Thruway cascading past.“Th-th-th-Thanks,” Jonas
managed through the electric aftershocks. DeLuce’s response was an instant, adrenaline



driven:“Get that, and get your head in the game!” Her nose pointed to the flailing shape of the
man she’d just clocked. His fingers still clenched inside his volt-gauntlet. Keeping it tight was out
of the question in this maelstrom of bodies. The fleeting thought that he was still falling froze
Jonas up for another second. Then his brain adjusted at last. Slowly, painfully, Jonas flexed his
right hand and arm. It hurt like the devil - but thankfully, nothing was actually broken. Finally, he
was able to marshal his thoughts. Get the gauntlet, took form amidst the chaos inside him.Jonas
leaned forward, arms out, but it wasn’t enough to get him moving. His legs stretched out behind
him instinctually, until his toe tapped the edge of the pit. It wrenched upwards. While Jonas
struggled to claim his bearings, a shape tore across his periphery. A rival body flew up at him.
The woman snapped out a telescoping rod in both hands. Jonas kicked with both legs and all of
his untrained strength. The rod clicked off of the wall inches behind Jonas’ toes. He soared
across the Thruway in a sort of accidental grace.A brief second of lucidity overtook him.
Everything unfolded at half-speed. Column lights glinted off the volt-gauntlet on Jonas’ lifeless
target. Applause roared up like a sacrificial wind as a ring of spectator booths passed by in the
walls. Beads of sweat slipped up and away from his skin. The moment passed, with Jonas’
clarity, when his hands found the gauntlet. Time kicked up to its regular pace. It seemed to
quicken even more while Jonas tugged and yanked. Every second he worked on it, he was sure
a rod or club was just about to bash him from behind. He gasped when the gauntlet popped free.
Jonas floated backward. He fumbled with it while a pair of brass knuckles swung just over his
head. Jonas spun to find a body winding up for a second strike.“Hey!” DeLuce called, gaining his
assailant’s attention with a quick bark. The woman turned and managed to just duck DeLuce’s
swing of the telescoping staff. Jonas saw at a glance that its previous owner had been battered.
Their foe ducked under the staff and countered with a fistful of metal. The uppercut clicked
DeLuce’s jaw out of place. She floated up, loose.“Over here!” Jonas bellowed. By the time the
woman with the brass knuckles had turned, Jonas threw his first punch, charged with enough
electricity to jump-start a hovercar. A burst of lightning lit the Thruway on impact. The shock to
her temple launched the woman across the Thruway - out cold. Jonas screamed in pain as the
impact jarred his injured arm. Panting slightly, he turned to look for DeLuce, but she was out
too.“Jonas,” Kayn called him. He jerked towards her, paralyzed by the view. Light columns on
moving walls. Bodies strung out like lifeless puppets. Weapons adrift in the emptiness. In the
middle of it all was Kayn. She glided like she was born for this; one leg pointed down, the other
bent up. She was armed with a wide steel club and a rectangular sheet shield. The sight of her
restored just a hint of Jonas’ sanity. He glanced from one lifeless shadow to the next, scattered
around the Thruway. “How many are left?”“Just us,” Kayn smiled. Her lips bent wide and warm,
enough to reopen a cut from a previous round. A drop of her own blood rolled down through the
splatter of a foe’s. She drifted close to Jonas. Only wind separated their tired bodies. Three
rounds in the Olympia Gold, and this is what was left of their crew. “I’ll take it from here,” she said.
The genuine calm in her smirk made Kayn’s words doubly as haunting.“Wha-what?” Jonas
sputtered. So in shock, he hardly noticed the shadow behind her.“See you on the other side,



love.” Kayn’s club snapped across his face. Everything became blackness for Jonas. He never
made it to the other side. The last thing he saw was Kayn’s smokey blue eyes, wrinkled with her
smile.2 . A Gray Afternoon“Get your application here! Anyone can compete! You there, sir,
you’ve got the beard of a Gold Medalist!” Devin belted out in sharp accents and quick rants.
Deidra couldn’t help but chuckle. He sounded more like a trainee in the announcer program than
facilities. But then, neither of them were trainees at all... This wasn’t their job. It was their
sentence.“Remember what Clarabelle said,” Deidra whispered when she saw the crooked eye
the bearded man gave him. He regarded Devin the way one might their next handful of potato
chips. Then the man phased back into the flowing crowds around them. The Skyport was the
highest traffic area on Greymoor, but most of that traffic was only interested in rushing by a
couple of hasslers like Deidra and Devin. “Don’t address people so specifically. They find it
threatening.”“People love threatening! That’s why they come to this thing,” Devin answered,
heedless of who might hear around them. Deidra tensed. She hated when he got like this.
Entitlement is a disease. It infects you, the Chairman had said at a rare speech over his servant
staff. If you feel above your station, you will act outside of it. Make no mistake, there is always a
lower place, a deeper cave, that could use you. Handing out flyers and entrance applications -
that was Deidra’s station. Despite being partnered on the job, Devin still had other ideas. “Isn’t
that right, miss? The threat, the risk, is what makes it so thrilling! Experience it all like never
before by entering the fifty-sixth Olympia Gold, yourself!”“They love watching others get
threatened. You know that,” Deidra hissed.“And for some of these psychos, the line gets a little
blurry,” Devin countered, quieter this time.“If you don’t tone it down, you’re going to get us in the
Cram again,” Deidra huffed. Devin spun to hold out his stack of applications to the crowd as he
made his way through it. He stopped a foot from Deidra.“The only one who’s going to get us in
the Cram is you, DD,” Devin whispered, “Have you shelled out any tickets?”“Don’t get cute with
me,” Deidra snapped. Devin only ever called her that, like he used to when “Deidra” was too hard
for him at five years old when he wanted to get under her skin. “I sold… five.” She counted twenty
left in her quota for the day. The date 56 APC, After Planetary Crack, was printed on the top of
them. That marked fifty-six years since the first time the man-made satellite planet Ares was
destroyed and remade for the greatest competition of human extravagance. The Olympia Gold.
“How many combatants have you nailed today?” Deidra added for good measure. She was
damn tired of spending days in cramped darkness because of Devin’s attitude. “How many,
Devin?”“Well… I got that crew yesterday. The Hammer,” Devin pouted, “Besides, it’s way easier
to sell spectators than competitors. You know that.”“I do,” Deidra smirked, knowing she had him
now, “Thought you did, too. But you keep poking at people. That’s going to chase them away, not
reel them in!”“Yeah, yeah,” Devin shook his head, never one for admitting when he was beat. It
took a deep breath and several seconds for him to admit, “Fine. I’ll turn it around. I bet I get more
crews today than you get spectators.” Deidra couldn’t contain a snort.“Game on,” she
challenged.With this, she and Devin separated to opposite sides of the cement-block walkway. It
led across the colorless clay of Greymoor’s crust, to the lunar city of Ganera. Most people kept



their eyes fixed on its rising lights, its multicolor towers in the darkness of space. They had no
time or patience for sales pitches from a pair of kids.Deidra read once that humans her age were
once considered adults, at twenty-five. That was well before nanotech organ reconstruction.
With the average life expectancy of a Homeworld human now estimated at one-hundred-
seventy-five, Deidra was a mere pup to these passing star-travelers. Those same books referred
to Greymoor as ‘the Moon’ and the color-splotched Homeworld behind it as “Earth”. Back when
they were written, these were the limits of human expansion. For Deidra, it would be more
accurate to call Ares or Greymoor home. She’d hardly spent a quarter of her life on the planet
she was born on, Homeworld - she remembered nothing of it. Koslav’s library was filled with
books from that era, books that Deidra spent her one day off a year perusing. Her birthday. But
that was a few months off. Now, her only concern was selling tickets to the Olympia Gold. That,
and staying out of the damn Cram.“Read please, read sir! This is your chance,” Devin chimed in
a sickly sweet tone. Deidra sighed instantly at the sight of his target. It was a man twice Devin’s
size, muscles swelling through a lacy, torn-up jacket. His yellow, snake-like eyes narrowed on the
boy and his handful of applications.“Chance fer what?” the man slurred. In a single breath, he
released a fog of scotch strong enough to curl Devin’s nosehairs. He knew at these three words
it was going to be a fight. It was in the sneering lines of the man’s face. Deidra knew, even from
across the crowd, that there was nothing either of them could do about it. “Go on, boy. Read me
cards. What’re me chances?” Devin’s eyes darted to his distant friend. Experience told him lying
was about the worst thing he could do now.“To win the Olympia Gold Medal, of… course…”
Devin rumbled down well below his usual zeal. The man had balled up his knuckles
already.“Bunch o kids… sellin a bloodbath…” the man rambled. He couldn’t even keep both
eyes focused on Devin. “Wha… you take one look at me an think: tha guy’s a loose cannon?
Didn’ yer mama ever teach ya what happens when you assume?”“Afraid she didn’t, before she
sold me off,” Devin tried to divert. It at least bought him enough time for Deidra to make her way
over.“Givin me lip now, now, boy?” the man wheezed.“So, so sorry sir,” Deidra wiggled her way
between him and Devin. She put on her best, most innocent smile. “I have some free
merchandise vouchers for you, if you would just-”“Another one! The gall on you two!” the man
guffawed. His lunch nearly came up with the laugh. Deidra did have a handful of vouchers for
displeased customers, and The Gold Standard produced far more than just the Koslav Gold’s
grand tournament. If this man had his wits about him, he might have walked away with some free
assistive technology - a sight-enhancing contact or bulletproof undershirt. As it stood, he wound
back his coiled fist. “You… you’re property!”“Property of one of the most powerful companies in
the galaxy,” Deidra reminded him, in a soft tone. She laid a calming hand on the man’s arm, a
last resort. His hand snapped across her face. Deidra hardly grunted as her head spun
sideways. She’d taken a thousand hits like that, for far less noble causes. She spun with the
force of the blow, snapping her leg out for a kick that knocked the drunken man back,
winded.Devin chimed in with a nice, solid punch. Possibly the hardest he’d ever thrown. He
impressed his knuckles a quarter-inch deep in the man’s forehead. The man stumbled back a



few more steps and collided hard with the wall of a food cart. The whole structure rattled and
swayed ominously.“Go!” Devin barked at Deidra, who looked like she wanted to finish what the
man had started. Before she could object, Devin grabbed her by the wrist and started dragging
her along. The two split the crowd down the gray block path to go with the rest of Greymoor. A
glance back showed the man in pursuit. He was well behind them and stumbling, though. She
kept an eye on him, trusting Devin and her own feet to run the path of memory. They always had
an escape route ready. The two turned a corner to an alley between two chipped-brick strip
malls.“We don’t need to take the Highroad, Dev. He’s not exactly on our heels,” Deidra reported.
She watched the man’s burly frame vanish amongst the swirling tides of bodies. Devin led them
deeper down the cold hall anyway.“Who cares? We’re gonna get crammed either way, now! We
might as well enjoy the view while we can,” he countered. They would have been fine, had they
not struck a potential customer. But Deidra wouldn’t complain one bit, and neither would Devin.
That guy deserved every inch of bruise he got, even if it meant a few days of dark
silence.“Alright,” said Deidra. She and Devin jammed their leftover paperwork deep in their
pockets. When it was all stowed, Deidra took a knee with two hands cupped for Devin’s foot. Her
support gave him the height boost he needed to reach a hooked rod hanging from the fire
escape above. Devin yanked down the ladder. He and Deidra scrambled up the ladder with their
hook, then pulled it up and locked it in place. Their pursuer tumbled through the mouth of the
alleyway, bewildered at their disappearance. Deidra and Devin had already climbed to the
roofs.At the top of the spiral fire escape, a land of rooftops only slightly more colorful than the
clay below stretched out. Each was connected to another by pieces of scrap metal, discarded
ship wings, or rickety ladders. Peeled paint and rust were the esthetic touches of what these two
called the Highroad. It was a place they shared with a few other local vagrants fortunate enough
not to be owned by The Gold Standard, but not fortunate to have homes of their own. Up there,
kids with as many patches as rips in their clothes gathered to trade and watch the planet Ares
take shape. It was overhead even now, a hazy orb against the light of the Homeworld. It was left
blank, an empty husk, at the end of the last Olympia Gold. Now, on the eve of the next, it
changed a bit each day. A mountain erected itself here. A lake trenched itself there. Entire towns
spread across the surface of Ares, all for the purpose of the glorious games. Two more shapes
joined twenty others that had already gathered to see what was different today.The Highroad
was a place Devin and Deidra preferred to avoid. They’d see enough of Ares in a few days for a
lifetime. Not just the glamorous battle these other vagrants wished they could afford to see,
either. As servants of The Gold Standard itself, they would be down in the arenas after each
match, to scrape the defeated from the walls. To retrieve fresh organs in buckets for transplant
salvage. To scrub gore until they were bloodier than those who’d met the wrong end of a light-
cannon. Devin and Deidra shouldered their way along the Highroad, eager to get away from this
viewing stage for their personal, recurring Hell.“Hey, if we make it to the other side of the
Skyport, we might still meet our quota for the day,” Deidra smiled, to distract herself.“Won’t get
us out of the Cram, though, if that guy calls in the assault,” Devin shook his head.“You think he



can keep it straight long enough to call it in?” Deidra laughed, right up until one of the Highroad
vagrants called out,“Sentries!” He, along with every other one of the transients, scrambled for
the nearest building ledge. It wasn’t exactly legal for them to linger there.“Damnit, already?”
Deidra hissed. She glanced around for the nearest escape route. “There?”“Good as any!” Devin
answered. He and Deidra bolted for the side of the roof, along with eight others. If they could get
even a few more hours of sound and light before the Cram, it’d be worth it. “Ladder, or window?”
Devin asked one of the others they ran with.“Window!” she told him. Devin and Deidra sprinted
out ahead of the crowd. They checked over the ledge of the roof, then spun to swing down
through a long, open window on the side. Their shoes flattened on a top stair of cement. Bodies
rushed in around them just before a spotlight ray shone in. Devin and Deidra ducked under taser
spikes from Gold Standard drones. Three bodies fumbled down the stairs around them.The two
spiraled down the stairs just ahead of light flashes through the windows. They lunged down floor
after floor. When the stairwell finally let out at the ground level, Devin stumbled. Deidra grabbed
his arm. She yanked him down the alley for another busy street. The buzz of drones dove down
behind them. They moved too fast to tell if anyone was still with them, but they had to get to the
crowd. Light shone down behind their heels just as they leaped out into the street.“Hey, are you
two handing out-”The woman never got a chance to finish her inquiry. Deidra barreled straight
into her. She, Devin, and the rough-looking woman tumbled in a human knot that didn’t untie for
about five feet. The Devin managed to pull himself away first. He jumped up, only to have a
spotlight blaze over him from beneath a drone. The beige rectangle hovered over him a second
longer to calculate its shot. By the time he turned to flee, it spat two electrically charged needles
into his neck. Devin stiffened to a human plank. He thunked on the ground beside his friend and
their thwarter.Deidra peeled away from the woman while the drone loaded a new set of needles
in its taser. She didn’t have enough time to get higher than her knees, which was just enough
time to get a good look at the woman. Her head was shaved behind her right ear, which had a
single golden loop in it. The other side was a cascade of golden locks. Between the two
contradicting hairstyles were a pair of hazel eyes so bright, they looked amber. A tattoo of black
flame flickered around one of them. A diamond stud glittered in the left side of her nose. Her lips
hung open, pursed in a soundless question. In that instance of eye contact, this woman in a
frilled leather jacket, with the glinting bracers of a grappler, looked just as shocked as
Deidra.“Galia!” a man called out to the woman from nearby. It was the last thing Deidra heard
before two needles pierced her neck.3 . Sign HereGalia tossed her head back. She opened
her throat to let liquid fire pour over her guts. The crowd roared up around. Her fist curled against
the weathered wooden table.“Come on, Rex!” one of her rival’s crew piped up. Rex, Galia
committed to memory behind her vacuum-tight eyelids. The last drop of Grey Fire swirled down
her gullet. She slammed her mug on the table, to a resounding cheer. The crowd gathered
around her banged on tables and hooted while Rex let his mug down, face twisted with the sting
of the drink.“Yes, come on, Rex,” Galia chuckled. The heat of alcohol climbed up into her cheeks.
With her skin tinged rose, any onlooker could see the slew of thin scars across her fair face.



They could not, however, count them. There were too many. Galia hoisted her mug to the ceiling
in a victory cry, along with her audience, then let it down at last. She threw a playful punch at the
flushed Rex. He jerked his left hand to catch the blow, even in his impaired trance.“Don’t kick a
man while he’s down!” Rex laughed, “Honestly, I couldn’t hope more that you and your crew get
into the games. A man like me against a maniac like you… that’s the stuff legends are made
of.”“Why wait for the games, then?” Galia popped him an eyebrow. She pushed her fist into Rex’s
grasp. Both trembled against the might of the other. Galia let up only when a firm hand grasped
her shoulder.“Alright, big G. You made your point,” laughed Rey. The only member of her crew
she saw as her friend was the only one she ever needed, and the only man who’s hand she’d
abide on her shoulder.“Reymond! Just in time to spoil the fun!” Galia laughed, and the tension in
the room shattered to a million drunken pieces. She pulled her hand back from Rex. “I’ll see you
out there, captain,” she said.“Same to you, I hope,” said Rex. Galia shook to her feet. She let Rey
help her to the entrance of the musty old tavern. As soon as the door shut behind her, she wiped
the stupor off her face. She straightened up and pulled her arm away from Rey. It’d take
something a little more potent than Grey Fire to challenge Galia’s tolerance.“Fun should be
number two on the docket, Galia,” Rey chided, though not without a certain reverence for her
acting.“It is. I’ve been looking for a signup all day. I haven’t seen one since the drones nailed
those kids,” Galia told him. That was five days ago. Every glance to the sky showed the planet
Ares slightly changed. It sent a pang through Galia’s chest.“Gah, they must be pulling back staff
since there’s only a few spots left,” Rey figured. He punted a loose brick with his high, steel-toed
boots. “Everything we put into the Dreamweaver… it’s all just cargo if we don’t get into the
Olympia.”“No kidding,” Galia huffed. She drove her hands down deep in her fleece-lined pockets.
There was hardly a chell left in there. She’d whittled away what little was left over from her
precious Dreamweaver’s upgrades away on food and drink. “We’ll find a signup. We’ve got no
choice.”“Sure, I’d just prefer it was before you drank us into the ground,” said Rey. Galia grasped
his arm. He looked to find that dastardly, calculating grin on her lips.“How well you know me,
Rey? You think that was about the drinks? I couldn’t nail number one, and fun’s actually number
three. I moved to number two: recon. Rex, the captain of the Hammer, is left-handed.” Galia
recalled his instinct when she threw her punch.“You crafty bi-”“Hey, look who it is,” Galia silenced
him with a slap to the chest. She motioned to a snack stand across the cement-block street.
Through exhaust fog from passing buggies and an ever-changing current of bodies, she’d
spotted two faces she knew.Both of them were twice as haggard as the last time Galia saw
them. The girl’s hair frizzed out in bursts from her brunette braid. Her knuckles were red,
presumably scraped. The young man had a deep purple stain around his right eye. Galia knew,
as she had before, that the two were servants of The Gold Standard by their uniforms. It was the
only clean thing about them. A sleek black collared shirt under a long gray jacket. The golden
emblem of the planet Ares glittered on their chests. Two gold stripes glared around their sleeves.
Through soot and freckles on her already dark-skinned face, two crystal blue eyes on the girl’s
face found Galia and Rey coming towards them. They filled with dread, then anger.“We’re out to



the fifth row, folks! The longer you wait the more you’ll have to squint to see the blood!” Deidra
turned to shout, to anyone else but that woman. Galia. That name was the last thing she’d heard
before… well, she didn’t care to think about it, now that they were finally out. She’d even rather
sell tickets than talk to Galia. She’d rather bark a flimsy sales pitch - most customers who could
afford an Olympia Gold ticket could afford enhancer goggles to see from well past the fifth row.
That was besides the hundred hanging screens showing footage around the arenas.“As I was
saying, before we were interrupted,” Galia said. She paused for a glance left and right, for
hypothetical drones. But Deidra and Devin had managed to avoid drunken hecklers so far today.
“Are you two handing out Olympia Gold applications?”“He is,” Deidra pointed to Devin with her
nose. She turned her head to shout out more ticket offers instantly. Her turned-up nose wrinkled
her entire face. Something about it, so pretty, so twisted in frustration, plucked one of Galia’s
long-quieted heartstrings.“Look, I’m sorry I got you caught,” Galia said. Deidra eyed her sideways
against her will. Her voice was a softer song than any woman with that many scars had business
singing. Then it changed key. “But… the fact you were running lends itself to the suspicion that
you’d done something.” Deidra’s face scrunched again. For once, it was Devin that reached to
stop Deidra. He couldn’t reach her in time.“Something like hitting a man back?” Deidra let crack
the furnace inside her, and unleashed the fire, “Committing the crime of thinking, for a second,
that we’re more than property?”“Now who needs to take it down a notch?” Devin whispered, “We
just got out of the Cram!”“The what?” Galia interjected.“A box with just enough blacked out air
holes to keep us alive. It’s a shoulder wider and a head taller than me. Soundproof. Lightproof.
They cram us in there when we do something… wrong,” Deidra explained with all the spite it’d
left in her. Galia’s eyes betrayed a hint of true sympathy. She blinked it away before anyone might
catch it. If she was going to make it in the Olympia Gold, she had to wear the mask she’d worked
so hard to forge. “Devin’s got the applications, if you want in. There are only a few spots left.
Good luck.” With that, Deidra turned back out to the crowds. She managed, for the rest of their
conversation, to pretend Galia wasn’t there.“He-he-here you go,” Devin stammered. Even he was
taken back by the brazen hand that popped out from Galia, expectant. He slapped a paper
packet in it. His shock deepened by leagues when she filled in the top lines of her Olympia Gold
application. The edges of the circuited paper shimmered with each completed word, uploading
the data to the virtual database attached to the last resort hard-copy.Name: Galia Hattel.Ship:
the Dreamweaver.“You’re…” Devin muttered. Galia met his eyes with a debonair spark and a
smirk to match. Behind her, Rey rolled his eyes. You’ve got to enjoy it to sell it, she’d say. On
paper, the Dreamweaver was a commercial freighter, but Captain Galia had been building a
reputation for off-the-books operations in arms dealing for years.“That’s right,” said Galia. She
threw in a wink for good measure.4 . Forging AheadOne of the few things Deidra enjoyed
about Greymoor was its actual moors. Out past the edge of Ganera, away from the Skyport and
the thousand peddlers selling their souls, was barren rock. There were craters. There were
crags. There were trenches, overlooks, and silence. And so there was Deidra, smiling, while her
hair whipped around her. Her thighs, strong despite her lack of sustenance, crunched the sides



of her Gold Standard hoverbike. The glittering gold racing stripe down the side of her vehicle
warned any peeping raiders away. It said, without words: “this girl is the property of someone you
don’t want as an enemy”.“You’re something else, Deidra. You know that?” Devin called out. He
jammed his heels back on the throttle pedals to try and keep pace with her. He clenched his
teeth to even go near the speed she wove between rocky spires and cleared boundless
crevasses.“Something else besides what?” Deidra laughed. The only time she did laugh was out
here. Between the city and the Forge. Between zones of high expectation and strict roles. It was
the only place Deidra understood, vaguely, as freedom.“Besides sane! You’re going too- woah!”
Devin jerked his guide-bars to rush around a gray spire. His hoverbike turbines flickered until he
found his bearings, then seared bright blue again. He picked up speed to tail his friend.“I’ve told
you before, Dev,” Deidra laughed, “If you don’t like going fast, be last!”“And what if I want to talk
to my friend?” Devin answered.“Then keep up, or wait till we get to the Forge!” Deidra chuckled.
She put her face down, level with the guide-bars. The hyper-magnetic plates on the underside of
her bike glowed bright with acceleration. A mist of clay dust stung her cheeks. The big jump was
right on the other side of the hill that rose before her. Others would call it the Outer Bridge, but
not Deidra. She couldn’t be bothered crossing what she could jump clear over.“This is what I
mean!” Devin cried out as her hoverbike ripped out further ahead. “You clam up and clench the
whole time we’re at the Skyport, then you go wild out here!” Deidra turned back over her
shoulder to answer, which mortified her friend. All he could see was the hill quickly cresting. But
Deidra had taken this jump every day since they docked here. She knew the height and distance
in her bones.
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Silent, “Couldn't put it down. Loved it!! It could have used a bit less confusing of a start, but when
I got past a few chapters it all fell into place.  Ready for the next one!”

Emily Pennington, “Love of Olympia. The announcer welcomed the audience back to the thirty-
sixth Olympia Gold! There was a giant pit into which combatants will plummet through one side
of Ares to the other with artificial gravity moving them six hundred miles through the planet to a
stabilization field on the other side! This is the longest freefall in the galaxy, opponents battling
all the way down -- and, if the team survives, they get to move to round 2! Jonas Benier was one
of the combatants, fighting his way through the pit, trying to focus on what was happening. He
spotted Kayn and asked her how many were left, to which she responded that it was just the two
of them. Then with a calm smirk she snapped a club across his face and everything went black
for Jonas.This violent competition will keep the reader’s attention from the very start of the book!
There is so much happening that it is difficult to track all the competitors. When Captain Galia
Hattel of the ship Dreamweaver and her crew arrive, their goal is to go after all of the other crews
that enter the games. Galia and Deidra, a servant working for the Gold Standard to pay off her
father’s debt, team up – now they need to get through six of the toughest fatal challenges and
the six other competing crews to uncover the Gold Standard’s secrets that must be unearthed
for the two of them to survive.This was not an easy book to get into. But it definitely was exciting
with lots of continuous action. Stick with it and it starts to make sense. Even better, you will
probably really like it!”

Kelsey, “Fast paced and action packed!. I received a free copy of this from BookSirens in
exchange for an honest review.Love of Olympia was a lot of fun! A dangerous tournament with 7
life-threatening rounds is held on Ares, and the contestants are encouraged to murder each
other for sport in order to win and receive a huge prize at the end. Deidra, one of the main
characters, is in a lot of debt to the Gold Standard, the company that puts on the tournament.
She, along with other Gold Standard debtors, enters the tournament to earn enough money to
pay off their debt and live a free life. There, Deidra meets Captain Galia Hattel, and they have to
fight to outlast the other teams in the tournament.At 178 pages on my Kindle, Love of Olympia is
short but it packs a lot in. It moves at an incredibly fast pace, and squeezes in plenty of action, a
family mystery, and a romance. The length, however, is the source of my only real complaint,
which is that I wish it was bit longer. The short length didn't allow for a ton of character
development, and all the development happened really quickly. I enjoyed the romance but I
would have preferred it to be a slower burn-like everything else, it happened pretty quickly. And
certain reveals would have packed a bigger punch if we had been allowed to sit longer with the
mystery, or if Deidra had been allowed to figure them out herself, but because the plot had to
move along, often Deidra was just flat out told the answers to things. But importantly, I was never



bored! The action scenes were tense and riveting, and I was really invested in Deidra's
story.Love of Olympia is an action packed thriller with a few twists thrown in that was a lot of fun
to read.”

David H Myers, “So many unexpected plot turns. Deidre is an underdog that keeps getting
thrown down, hard. The action kicks constantly, characters are distinct and have their own
personalities. This is no boilerplate; it is as true to life and unpredictable as our own real lives.
These aren't just made up people, it's as if you're reading a true journal. Excellent.I received a
free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Frank Geimer, “This novel well get your blood pumping.. This is a very well written story that will
keep you on the edge of your seat. It has a ton of action and a world build that is awesome. The
characters are well defined and intriguing, the battles are fought and the ending will surprise you.
All in all, a very good novel and I can't wait to see what's next from Kennedy.”

Julia Clem, “Amazing Page Turner- I Couldn't Put It Down. I really liked this book. It reminds me
of a grittier 'Hunger Games'. I loved the dystopian aspect of this book, and the action was
compelling. I also thoroughly enjoyed the romance plotline, and found that I couldn't put this
book down. I was looking for books like Divergent and the Hunger Games, and I really hope to
read more from this author.”

Book Lady Teri, “action packed book. Love Of Olympia : Tournament of StarsKennedy KingI
loved all of the plot twists and the action in this book well written book! It kept my attention from
start to finish.Recommend you buy it if you like this kind of book.I received a free copy of this
book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Marilyn Smith, “A wonderful action adventure story. This is a wonderful story that has a lot of
action and adventure. The storyline was interesting and intriguing and the characters will pull
you into the story and keep you reading until the end! I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader
Copy of this book.”

Meenaz Lodhi, “A compelling survival tale!. A gritty and compelling survival tale about human
courage and steadfast determination to live, to endure, and to persevere against all odds. I was
even more connected to the characters- she really made them come to life. Tons of page-turning
suspense! This was a great story with exciting characters, lots of action, unexpected twists, and
a thrilling ending.”

The book by Kennedy King has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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